The MURPHYHAUS Philosophy

MURPHYHAUS believes in smart planning and organising living space to maximise its usability, no matter what the size.

Our range of clever furniture transforms existing small spaces into hugely functional areas with internationally patented technical hardware systems.

They are made with durable and ecologically-friendly materials, in contemporary classic styles to seamlessly blend in.

Do more with less space.

MURPHYHAUS - Where Space Saving is Made Easy
Matrix Space specialises in designing and manufacturing intelligent and ecologically-friendly space-saving hidden furniture. Its principle is creating technologically advanced and internationally patented hardware systems to support its innovative furniture designs.

Matrix Space enables more for the home, office or hotel with a variety of bed sizes that effortlessly fold away into walls, concealed by panels, and functioning as shelves, desks, sofas or an electronic console.

Hidden mechanisms, Any-Angle opening and closing panels surpass industry standard safety features, making Matrix Space multifunctional furniture the only option for the modern space.

Globally recognised through its SGS certified products, Matrix Space is rapidly expanding its international market reach. It is now present in Singapore through Murphy Haus.

Ergos, a renowned and proudly Singaporean owned and crafted carpentry company, offers its modular range of kitchens and wardrobes for the modern home. Ergos Kitchens and Nomos Wardrobes combine design innovation, superior material choices and immaculate craftsmanship for the quality conscious home-owner.

Ergos and Nomos modular units enable space planning to be highly efficient, storage to be fully maximised and design to be entirely personalised.

With five contemporary complimentary colours to choose from, and numerous exterior finish possibilities, Ergos and Nomos are the uncomplicated, effortless way to achieve customised carpentry at an affordable, value-added price.

Ergos Kitchens and Nomos Wardrobes. Modular Options for the Modern Home.
VERTICAL SINGLE WALL BED WITH EXTENDABLE TABLE (SWBV-E-S1-EDT)

AVAILABLE IN: SUPER SINGLE ONLY

DIMENSIONS:
CLOSED - W1166mm X D380mm X H2280mm
OPEN - W1166mm X D2182mm X H2280mm
TABLE FOLDED - W820mm X L1000mm X H750mm
TABLE EXTENDED - W820mm X L2000mm X H750mm
VERTICAL WALL BED WITH BOOKSHELF AND FOLDABLE SOFA (SWBV-E-Q1-BS-LDSF)

AVAILABLE IN: QUEEN, KING

QUEEN DIMENSIONS:
CLOSED - W1596mm X D380mm X H2280mm
OPEN - W1596mm X D2182mm X H2280mm
SOFA SIZE - W1598mm X L665mm X H420mm

KING DIMENSIONS:
CLOSED - W1896mm X D380mm X H2280mm
OPEN - W1896mm X D2182mm X H2280mm
SOFA SIZE - W1896mm X L665mm X H420mm
VERTICAL WALL BED (SWBV-E-Q1)

AVAILABLE IN: SINGLE, QUEEN, KING

SINGLE DIMENSIONS:
CLOSED - W996mm X D380mm X H2280mm
OPEN - W996mm X D2182mm X H2280mm

QUEEN DIMENSIONS:
CLOSED - W1596mm X D380mm X H2280mm
OPEN - W1596mm X D2182mm X H2280mm

KING DIMENSIONS:
CLOSED - W1896mm X D380mm X H2280mm
OPEN - W1896mm X D2182mm X H2280mm
VERTICAL WALL BED WITH BOOKSHELF AND DESK (SWBV-E-Q1-BS-OT)

AVAILABLE IN: SUPER SINGLE, QUEEN, KING

SUPER SINGLE DIMENSIONS:
CLOSED - W1166mm X D360mm X H2280mm
OPEN - W1166mm X D2182 X H2280mm

QUEEN DIMENSIONS:
CLOSED - W1596mm X D360mm X H2280mm
OPEN - W1596mm X D2182 X H2280mm

KING DIMENSIONS:
CLOSED - W1896mm X D380mm X H2280mm
OPEN - W1896mm X D2182mm X H2280mm
HORIZONTAL SINGLE WALL BED WITH DESK (SWBH-E-S1-TT)

AVAILABLE IN: SINGLE, SUPER SINGLE

SINGLE DIMENSIONS:
CLOSED - W2128mm X D380mm X H1184mm
OPEN - W2128mm X D1147mm X H1184mm

SUPER SINGLE DIMENSIONS:
CLOSED - W2128mm X D380mm X H1354mm
OPEN - W2128mm X D1265mm X H1354mm
HORIZONTAL SINGLE WALL BED WITH DESK AND INTERNAL STORAGE (SWBH-E-S1-ED-PT)

AVAILABLE IN: SINGLE

DIMENSIONS:
CLOSED - W176mm X D630mm X H1188mm
OPEN - W1228mm X D1597mm X H1188mm
BUNK WALL BED (SWBH-E-S1-BB)

AVAILABLE IN: SINGLE

DIMENSIONS:
CLOSED - W2096mm X D380mm X H2280mm
OPEN - W2096mm X D1324mm X H2280mm
HORIZONTAL WALL BED WITH FLIP DOWN TABLE (SWBH-E-S-OT)

AVAILABLE IN: SUPER SINGLE ONLY

DIMENSIONS:
CLOSED - W2128mm X D380mm X H1354mm
OPEN - W2128mm X D1285mm X H1354mm
ERGOS Modular Kitchen and Nomos Modular Wardrobe are:

- HUMIDITY RESISTANT
- MOISTURE RESISTANT
- HEAT RESISTANT
- TERMITE RESISTANT
- SCRATCH RESISTANT
- MADE IN SINGAPORE
- 3 YEARS WARRANTY
- MADE WITH EU E1-CLASS (ULTRA LOW FORMALDEHYDE EMISSION) BOARDS
Showroom: 33 Ubi Avenue 3, #01-22 (Mezzanine Floor), Vertex Building, Singapore 408868
Contact: (+65) 6659 1566 | Website: www.murphyhaus.com

Opening Hours: Monday - Friday: 10am – 7pm | Saturday: 10am – 6pm | Sunday & Public Holiday: By Appointment Only